San Mateo County Coroner’s Office

John Doe #1
Coroner’s Case Number: 75-52

Gender: Male
Age: Approximately 7-8 years old
Height: Unknown
Race: Unknown
Hair: Unknown
Eyes: Unknown
Weight: Unknown
Clothing: None
Dental: Unknown
Fingerprints: None
Anthropology: None

Summary:
On January 12, 1975, an unknown person reported a torso being found approximately 250 yards south of the Point Montara Light House in Montara. Sheriff’s and Coroner personnel responded on 01/13/1975 finding a torso and thighs of an approximate 7-8 year old male of unknown race. A piece of orange plastic was located in the decedent’s rib cage. The decedent was nude and no dental information or fingerprints were retrieved.